Hello World,

June 10, 2020

I recognize, here and now, the Presence of the One Life and the One Mind. I breathe this
energy in and connect with ALL THERE IS! I remind myself that It cannot be contained
and yet it constructs, animates and moves all expressions of ITSELF. It is Love, Power
and Light, unifying all aspects of ITSELF with infinite source energy and interconnected
Consciousness in back of all of its manifestations, seen and unseen. It flows in and
throughout all of creation, breathing, balancing, healing and speaking ITSELF into all
individuals, all forms, animate and inanimate. There is no place where Spirit does not
reside. It is in all structures, systems and stories that exist and the ones yet to be
revealed.
I am one with this Consciousness and rest easy in the Truth of who and what I am. All
my senses are in touch with and open to this flow of my Being, the Balance, Beauty,
Clarity and Wisdom of my Infinite Nature. I am made up of the same stuff as oceans,
stars and the cosmos. I am One with the Mind that connects all aspects of Life. I create
with the Law as God and when I align with and surrender to this Love and Power, the
Universe responds in kind. I embrace this KNOWING in this moment and need nothing
more than this awareness.
I declare these words…. The Light of Love, Compassion, Understanding and Kindness is
reflected in and amongst all people. Humanity is being lead through these tough
challenges for a greater expression of New Ideas, new connections of people, resources
and solutions. Actions and changes that are needed are fueled and supported by the
Infinite well-spring of Mind with Love, creativity and Strength. Any discomfort, trauma
or pain impeding this falls away into nothingness as the Light exposes and dissipates it
and the Love heals it. New ways of looking at our world and the revealing of solutions
easily and effortlessly flow! All needs are met. People are housed, fed, protected, and
paid with decent, fair wages. All people are nurtured into their excellent health,
wholeness and their beautiful, creative potential. This abundance of energy circulates
throughout all of creation. Integrity and efficiency permeate the national voting system
just as the Light shines onto the planet, so does it shine into all the systems of
governance.
For all of this and more, I am grateful. I give thanks for this personal, national and
planetary awakening that is occurring right here and right now! The perfect time is
NOW!
These words are now released into the Law of Mind and I rest in calm, happy
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